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ATRIODIC HOMOGENEOUS NONDEGENERATE CONTINUA
ARE ONE-DIMENSIONAL

JAMES T. ROGERS, JR.

(Communicated by Doug W. Curtis)

ABSTRACT. C. L. Hagopian [3] has shown that atriodic, homogeneous, nonde-

generate continua are one-dimensional. This answered a question of Mackowiak

and Tymchatyn [4], We use a decomposition theorem to get a quick proof of

this.

A continuum is a compact, connected, nonvoid metric space. A space is homo-

geneous if its homeomorphism group acts transitively on it.

A metric space X has the Effros property if given £ > 0, there exists 6 > 0

such that whenever y and z are points of X satisfying d{y,z) < 6, there exists a

homeomorphism h:X —> X such that h{y) = z and d{x,h{x)) < £ for all x in X.

Effros [2] has shown that each homogeneous continuum has the Effros property.

A continuum is decomposable if it is the union of two of its proper subcontinua.

Otherwise it is indecomposable. A continuum is hereditarily indecomposable if it

contains no decomposable subcontinum.

A partition of the continuum X is a collection of disjoint sets whose union is X.

The homeomorphism group H{X) respects the partition G if each homeomorphism

permutes the elements of G.

A subcontinuum Z of the continuum X is terminal in X if each subcontinuum

Y of X that intersects Z satisfies either Y C Z or Z c Y. A partition of X is

terminal if each element of the partition is a terminal subcontinuum of X.

A continuum is a triod if it is the union of three continua such that the common

part of all three of them is both a proper subcontinuum of each of them and the

common part of every two of them. A continuum is atriodic if it contains no triod.

In addition to the Effros property, we use four propositions as tools in our proof.

The first was proved by Mackowiak and Tymchatyn [4, p. 31] in their investigation

of atriodic, homogeneous continua, the second is due to Bing [1], and the last two

were proved by the author in [5].

PROPOSITION l. Each indecomposable subcontinuum of an atriodic, homoge-

neous continuum X is terminal in X.

PROPOSITION 2. If the continuum X does not contain a nondegenerate, hered-

itarily indecomposable subcontinuum, then dimX < 1.
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PROPOSITION 3. If X is a hereditarily indecomposable, homogeneous contin-

uum, then dimX < 1.

PROPOSITION 4. If G is a partition of the homogeneous continuum X into non-

degenerate, proper, terminal subcontinua and if the homeomorphism group H{X)

of X respects G, then each element of G is a homogeneous continuum of the same

dimension as X.

THEOREM 1. If X is an atriodic, homogeneous continuum, then each point of

X is contained in a unique maximal hereditarily indecomposable subcontinuum of

X.

PROOF. For x e X, let M(x) be the union of all the hereditarily indecomposable

subcontinua of X containing x. We show that every proper subcontinuum Z of

M{x) is indecomposable, and therefore terminal in X. It follows that M{x) itself

is also indecomposable.

By the Effros property, there exists a homeomorphism h: X —* X such that

h{Z) n M{x) /0^ M{x)\h{Z). Choose hereditarily indecomposable subcontinua

M, N of X containing x, with h(Z) n M ^ 0 jé N\h(Z). Since M is terminal,

either h(Z) C M or M C h(Z), In the former case, Z « h(Z) is indecomposable.

In the latter case, since N is terminal and since x e MnN c h(Z)C\N, h{Z) C N.

Thus in either case, Z ss h{Z) is indecomposable.

Hence M{x) is hereditarily indecomposable. Clearly, M{x) is the unique max-

imal hereditarily indecomposable subcontinuum of X containing x. The proof of

the theorem is complete. Note that M{x) = M{x).

THEOREM 2.   If X is an atriodic, homogeneous continuum, then dimX < 1.

PROOF. Let G = {M(x):x e X} be the collection of maximal hereditarily

indecomposable subcontinua of X. The collection G is a partition of X into terminal

subcontinua, and the homeomorphism group of X respects G.

If M{x) = X, then X is hereditarily indecomposable and dimX < 1. If M{x)

is a point, then X does not contain a nondegenerate, hereditarily indecomposable

subcontinuum, so dimX < 1, Otherwise the elements of G are proper, nondegen-

erate subcontinua of X and thus homogeneous continua of the same dimension as

X. Since M{x) is homogeneous and hereditarily indecomposable, dimM(x) < 1.

Therefore dim X < 1.
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